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SUMMARY 

 
 

The purpose of this study is a detailed reconstruction of a fragment of the ancient route from Kyiv to 

Constantinople, which ran through the territory of Eastern Podillia. Specifically, a section of the road 

between Pavoločka and Bratslav was chosen, as well as a branch of routes from Bratslav to Soroky and 

Rashkiv. The initial data for the study were non-geospatial data in the form of historical descriptions of 

1419 and 1711-1714, as well as raster data in the form of a DEM, from which relief parameters, slopes, 

and hydrography were obtained. Several routes were constructed using GIS methods based on least-

cost path analysis. In addition, the Black Tatar Road was marked as a source of danger for merchants. 

The obtained results made it possible to single out an older path, which in the future makes it possible 

to develop theoretical models of the processes of urbanization in Podillya in the 15th-18th centuries. 
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Introduction 

 

Research on ancient ways of the territory of Ukraine in the 15-18th centuries is relevant in many scientific 

fields, especially in historical-geographical, architectural, and urban planning ones. It makes be possible to 

correct the already formed knowledge about settlement systems in Ukraine in the medieval and early mod-

ern era. Although the historiography of the study of ancient roads in Ukraine dates back to the 19th century 

(Rusov, 1876; Rulikowski, 1878), perfect works involving modern instrumental GIS methods for the re-

construction of ancient roads of Ukraine have not yet been conducted, which calls into question the relia-

bility of research results on the history of urbanization of Ukraine. In this regard, the authors set a goal to 

improve the section of the famous ancient road from Kyiv to Constantinople, which passed within the 

boundaries of Eastern Podillia, and to clarify the chronological issues of its formation. We have at our 

disposal a mention of this route in 1419 (Prokofev, 1984) and descriptions of two tracts of unknown trav-

elers in 1714 (Rusov, 1876), which we will compare. 

 

Among the few sources about Ukraine in the 15th century, there is a well-known description of the pilgrim 

route of the deacon of the Trinity-Sergius Monastery Zosima from Moscow to Constantinople via Kyiv 

(Prokofev, 1984). According to the description, this route passed through the territory of Kyiv District and 

Eastern Podillia. Still, other settlements are not indicated there except for Kyiv, Bratslav, and Mitirevy 

Kyshyni (probably the Russian-Lithuanian customs point opposite Bender). Taking into account that the 

road that connected Constantinople, Kyiv, Moscow (and from it to all of Asia) existed for many centuries, 

so it is promising to analyze the description of it, which is dated the 15th cent. with later ones. We used a 

source based on the texts of travel descriptions from the manuscript of 1698, which Rusov, 1876 elabo-

rated. In particular, this is the 1st tract "To Tsar-Hrad from Kyiv" (dated after 1714, Rusov, 1876) and the 

2nd tract "From Kyiv to TsarGrad through the Wallachian land to Easy and Galatsa" (dated 1711, or after 

1714 if both routes were compiled by one currently unknown author (Rusov, 1876)). The following set-

tlements are listed in the 1st tract: Kyiv – Bilogorodka – Novosilky – Chornohorodka – Fastiv – [Trilysy 

– Pavoloch – Pogrebyshche – "Lentsy" (Illintsy) – Nemyriv – Bratslav – Tulchyn – Kernosivka – Trosty-

anets – Obodovka – Lug – Rashkiv] 1. The list of toponyms of the 2nd tract is as follows: Kyiv, Vasylkiv, 

Romanivka, Fastiv, [Pavoloch, Belikovsky mills (by Hedz in 2020 – the village of Bililivka), Ovsyanikova 

crossing (by Hedz in 2020 – the village of Oats), the Turba River (by Hedz in 2020 - the town of Turbiv), 

Nemyriv, the Buh River and Bratslav], Zhekovka (probably - the village of Dzyhivka), Rusova Krynytsia 

tract (probably - the village of Rusova), Soroka. 

 

Data and Method 

 

According to Hodza and Butler (2022) in determining optimal pathways between points (e.g., cities) 

could be used vector (i.e., cities, towns, roads, coastlines, and hydrography), raster (i.e., DEM) and non-

geospatial (e.g., road, river, and settlement names) study data. The initial data for conducting our 

research were non-geospatial data (settlement names through which the pathways passed) and raster 

data. Raster data were presented in the form 30 m DEM accessed from AWMC is NASA’s product 

from 2012 Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (STRM). These data are the basis for generating 

important slope and hydrography. It’s known that modern DEMs may not faithfully represent ancient 

terrain in regions that have undergone considerable topographic changes, thereby affecting the quality 

of results of geospatial analytical exercises involving terrain modeling. But according to Hodza and 

Butler (2022) we assume that any topographic changes or nuances introduced by terrain features such 

as vegetation and urban developments are barely noticeable on the relatively low-resolution DEM and 

have little or negligible impact at our study site levels.  To solve the task, the research used least-cost 

path analysis (LCPA) which is the most widely used GIS technique for determining optimal pathways 

between points (e.g., cities) on a cost surface created at point of origin based on one or more criteria 

(Verbrugghe, De Clercq and Van Eetvelde (2017); Newhard, Levine and Rutherford (2008); Howey 

(2007); White and Surface-Evans (2012)). All calculations within the framework of this study were 

performed in the ArcGIS software using the following geoprocessing workflow for generating least-

cost paths (Figure 1.). 

 
1 In square brackets, the authors indicate the area within the territorial borders of the study 
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Figure 1. The geoprocessing workflow for generating least-cost paths 

 

A Slope (Spatial Analyst) was used to identifies the slope (gradient or steepness) from each cell of a raster. 

Based on the results of Llobera and Sluckin in 2007, Herzog in 2014 and Hodza and Butler in 2022 we 

allocated prohibitive travel costs that increased with terrain slope such that feasible paths would avoid 

gradients (i.e., >15% or 9◦) viewed to be challenging for wheeled vehicles. A set of functions was used to 

model hydrology and the river network. A Fill (Spatial Analyst) was used to fill sinks in a surface raster to 

remove small imperfections in the data. A Flow Direction (Spatial Analyst) was used to create a raster of 

flow direction from each cell to its downslope neighbor, or neighbors, using the D8, Multiple Flow 

Direction (MFD), or D-Infinity (DINF) method. A Flow Accumulation (Spatial Analyst) was used to create 

a raster of accumulated flow into each cell. A weight factor can optionally be applied. Then Weighted 

Overlay (Spatial Analyst) was used to overlays several rasters (slope and hydrology) using a common 

measurement scale and weights each according to its importance. 

 

Results 

 

Using the proposed algorithm, the paths were constructed: 1st – deacon Zosima’s route in 1419, 2 – the 

1st tract from the 1698 manuscript, and 3 – the 2nd tract from the same place. We also drew the Black 

Tatar Road (using Wortman, 2017) Figure 2. So, as we can see, the road from Kyiv to Constantinople 

through the territory of Ukraine has two branches and, accordingly, a combination of four variants. The 

first branch originates in the Pavoloch area - where the paths divide into directions towards Pogreby-

shche and Bilylivka. Both ways meet further in Nemyriv and go to Bratslav, where they again divide 

into Soroki and Rashkiv (and from it along the Dniester to Bendery). 

 

 
Figure 2. The routes from Kyiv to Constantinople within Eastern Podillia 

 

As for other settlements, Nemyriv and Illintsi attract attention here. It is known about Nemyriv that he 

acquired it in the II half of the 16th century, booked and fortified by Yuriy Zbarazky (Lytvynchuk and 
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Rybchinskyi 2021a). The fate of Nemiriv before is unknown, but we can see that its planning structure 

is tied to the E50 road, which existed before this town. We can assume that Nemiriv was founded on 

the ancient route to Constantinople, which brought sure material profits to the landowner. The mention 

of Nemiriv in both tracts suggests that it was an essential intermediate point for travelers they neces-

sarily visited. However, as of 1419, it could have been an ordinary village or even a wasteland (probably 

an abandoned ancient city). As for the Illintsi, it is mentioned earlier than 1419 and especially before 

the kin. 15th century (Mykhaylivskyi, 2021), and already as a city. We should have also collected such 

a settlement in Zosima's diary. 

 

Comparing the two routes laid out in the GIS system, we notice that at the expense of Illintsi, a large hook 

is formed in the eastern direction from the main direction to the south, which significantly increases the route 

(by 17,960.06 m). We assume that at the time of Zosima's journey, this settlement was on the side of the 

main road to Constantinople, and its presence in the 1st tract is connected with the creation of the road from 

Pogrebyshche to Illintsi. The burial ground was first found in 1448 (Mykhailivskyi, 2021) because, at the 

time of Zosima's rise in price in 1419, it did not yet exist. The people of Illintsi could be on the road con-

necting Letychiv, Vinnytsia, Cherkasy, and Zvenyhorod. The cemetery, in turn, is located on the road be-

tween Vinnytsia and Kyiv through Bila Tserkva. At a specific time, the Pavoloch-Pogrebyshche-Illintsi-

Nemyriv road became attractive for travelers and thus became part of the route to Constantinople from Kyiv. 

 

Hedz made a comparison of the routes mentioned above in 2020. According to her conclusions, the path of 

the 2nd tract was longer than the 1st but safer since it did not coincide with the so-called black road, which 

the Tatars used to attack Ukrainian lands. Also, according to her conclusions, it was the 1st route that Zosima 

traveled in 1419. However, comparing the paths built with the help of GIS resources, we conclude that, on 

the contrary, the 2nd route is more similar to the way of Zosima (in the Kyiv-Bratslav section) than the 1st. 

The current city of Turbiv remains away from the built path. Therefore, the identification of the Turba River 

(we do not have a river with that name, Turbiv itself is on the Desna River) with this city is incorrect. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Using GIS resources, we can draw the following conclusions. Firstly, the shortest way from Kyiv to 

crossing the Dniester was through Vivsyaniki, not Illintsi, as Hedz in 2020 proves. Relatively safe. 

Thirdly, it was because of Ilintsi that a kind of hook was created in the route, which makes this route 

longer because we are dealing with an important landmark for guides in the Ilintsi area. Deacon 

Zosima's travel route in GIS confirms that his path did not go through Illintsi, so he did not mention 

this city. The road through Illintsi passed through some settlements established by the Kalinovsky 

magnates (Tulchyn, Kirnasivka, Trostyanets), which may indicate either that Kalinovsky founded 

colonies on the known road to obtain profits from users or that, more likely, this road was formed 

between settlements owned by the Kalinovskys and became attractive for travelers. It is also interesting 

that the 2nd tract passed through the land of the Zbarazh princes (until 1632) but did not pass through 

the large cities of these owners (Noviy Zbarazh, Pryluky, Samhorodok). If it existed in such a 

configuration, we could assume that this fragment of paths had fallen into disrepair initially. 18th century 

as a result of the devastation of the former cities of Zbarazki during the Cossack wars of the II half of 

17th century. 

 

The question of the reconstruction of Zosima's route in 1419 from Bratslav to Mytyrevy Chisinau 

(Bender) remains open because the text does not mention the terms of the pilgrim's progress or 

intermediate landmarks. This path could go to Bendery or directly from Bratslav or along the Dniester 

through Rashkiv, Yahorlyk, and other settlements listed in the 1st tract, which will appear here later. 

As for the section of the Zosima route from Kyiv to Bratslav, according to research, it has a high 

probability of coinciding with the way of the 2nd tract. 
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